CSC 225 Introduction to Web Development and the Internet

Syllabus

Meeting Information

- **Days, Times, & Room:** Th 6:30 PM – 9:10 PM @ 2N 103
- **Homepage:** http://www.cs.csi.cuny.edu/~chen/225
- **Instructor:** Cong Chen (cong.chen@csi.cuny.edu)
- **Office Hours:** Th 2:00 PM – 5:00 PM @ 4N 206

Textbook & Other Materials

- HTML & CSS: design and build websites
- JavaScript: The Definitive Guide

Grading Policy

- **Attendance & Participation:** 1 or 2 points each
- **3 Exams:** 40 points each (Final may be a project instead of an exam)
- **Grades:**
  - A: more than 89 points;
  - B: 80 to 89 points;
  - C: 70 to 79 points;
  - D: 60 to 69 points;
  - F: fewer than 60 points

Topics

- **HTML:** Structure, Text, Lists, Links, Images, Tables, Forms, Extra Makeup
  
  ——— Exam I ———

- **CSS:** Color, Text, Boxes, Layout, Images, HTML5, Process & Design
  
  ——— Exam II ———

- **JavaScript:** Grammar, DOM, JQuery, Server-Side
  
  ——— Exam III (Final) ———